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INTRODUCTION

Motivation and specific aims
Osteoporosis is a degenerative bone disease of high prevalence affecting older adults. The disorder is associated with high risk of low-trauma fractures leading to increased mortality and morbidity, and it entails significant healthcare costs. An estimated 8 million women and 2 million men in the United States meet the diagnostic criteria for osteoporosis (1) .
The percentage of patients with osteoporosis increases progressively with age -among US women, 13% in their 50s, 27% in their 60s, 47% in their 70s, and 67% in their 80s have bone density levels in the diagnostic range of osteoporosis (2) . Clinically, osteoporosis is defined by low bone mineral density (BMD), which explains 65-75% of the variance in bone stiffness (3, 4) , while the remaining variance is due to the cumulative and synergis tic effects of various factors, including trabecular bone (TB) micro-architecture. There is evidence in the literature (5, 6) demonstrating that effects of therapeutic agents are greater on TB as compared to overall BMD. Results from several studies (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) support the hypothesis that quality of TB micro-architecture is an important determinant of bone stiffness and fracture risk.
Finite element method (FEM) has been widely applied to various medical imaging applications over the past two decades. The remarkable progress in high-resolutio n imaging techniques has allowed FEM to draw great research interests in computing trabecular bone (TB) stiffness from three-dimensional volumetric imaging. Ideally, the 
Finite element analysis on bone structure
In recent years, FEM has been widely used in the medical fields as a powerful tool to assess object stiffness, simulate material behaviors and understand structural properties. The complexity of TB micro-architecture makes it difficult to construct mathematical models.
In literature, some measures are proposed (10, (13) (14) (15) images. It also demonstrated that bone stiffness generated by FEM was highly correlated to actual bone stiffness determined by mechanical testing.
Image processing and mesh generation
In computer aided design, FEM is applied on the mesh model of the object. The accuracy of FEM simulation depends on the quality of input surface and volume mesh, i.e., sizes and shapes of elements (23) . A mesh of good quality provides accurate approximation of the target object, and a bad approximation reduces the reliability of the FE simulation. Good surface mesh preserves the true object surface with high quality elements. Good volume mesh generates elements with satisfactory size and shapes.
Generally, starting from original volumetric data, FEM consists of four sequentia l steps: (1) image processing; (2) surface mesh generation; (3) volume mesh generation; (4) FEM simulation. Output of each step is the input for the next step.
Original volumetric data is not always applicable for FE modeling because medical images contain noise and artificial effects. Therefore proper processing steps are necessary.
The difficulty is to avoid eliminating bone structures during noise removal procedures. In other words, preserving the connectivity of TB micro-architecture is important, especially for MDCT images, which are of low spatial resolution.
In the community of bone study, most studies focus on FEM simulations (18, 19) , while little attention is paid on the mesh model. Several studies use basic cubic bricks as the approximation of bone structure model (18, 21, 24) . Some others use Marching Cubes for surface mesh generation. Marching Cubes generates surface mesh with bad triangles that is not satisfactory for FEM simulation and therefore relies on post-processing tools.
Several studies rely on commercial software for volume rendition, which limits adoption for automation.
In the following sections, a framework of FEM modeling is introduced to generate meshes of high quality. The framework possesses several desirable properties required for FEM simulation: image topology preservation, surface and volume mesh with well-shaped elements. With these properties, the presented framework is also applicable to other types of imaging modalities and various applications. It is also a general tool for FEM modeling in a broader range.
Outline
In Section 2, a space-variant hysteresis algorithm is introduced for image processing. Stateof-the-art algorithms of surface mesh and volume mesh generation are compared in detail CHAPTER TWO
METHODS
In this section, a framework of FEM modeling with sequential steps: (1) image processing, (2) surface mesh generation, (3) volume mesh generation, and (4) FE simulation is presented. Related works are reviewed in each step and advantages and disadvantages of different methods are discussed. The rationale of the framework is also presented and its suitability for FE modeling is shown, especially for MDCT imaging.
Image Processing
Limited spatial resolution and partial volume effect of MDCT introduce two major Secondly, to get a better approximation of TB architecture, image processing of MDCT is necessary that the image should maintain trabecular structures with preserved connectivity, i.e., holes, tunnels, cavities (26) (27) (28) . Distance information is often used to preserve structural connectivity (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) . Here, a space-variant hysteresis approach is presented to maintain trabecular structure and preserve connectivity. The advantage of this method is that it doesn't rely on a fixed threshold to yield binary image. Instead, a hysteresis approach using dynamic thresholds are introduced, enhanced by distance metrics which take bone structure information into consideration.
Distance based hysteresis connectivity.
Given volumetric imaging data = { ( )| = ( , , ), , , ∈ }, is a non-negative integer; is a point on the rectilinear grid; ( ) denotes the intensity value at . Let = { ( )| ∈ } denotes the distance map of ; ( ) represents the value of distance transform at point ; denotes the maximum value of distance. Map is computed using Euclidean distance transform.
To generate surface mesh, a binary image * is required. However, due to image techniques and noise, delicate bone structures often have low intensity which is comparable to noise. Usually, a single threshold can't distinguish these structures from noise. A high threshold leads to loss of bone voxels and a low threshold may introduce large amount of noise.
TB closer to the cortical bone are thicker than TB in the core region, and therefore generally have higher intensity and clearer connections. Based on the important observation, an adaptive function is designed to generate dynamic thresholds based on the distance map :
Where 1 and 2 are two thresholds ( 1 > 2 ). ( ) is the distance value at ; 1 and 2 are control parameters which determine the variability of the dynamic thresholds. If a voxel is close to cortical bone, ( ) approximates to 0 and thus (1) and (2) (1) and (2) approximate to 1 and 2 , respectively.
Let 1 denotes a subset of that represents solid bone voxels; then 1 = { ( )| ( ) ≥ 1 ( ), ∈ }, 1 is set to a high threshold so that 1 only contains reliable solid bone voxels that can be easily classified by thresholding.
Let 2 denotes a subset of that also represents bone voxels but with lower intensity (less than 1 ( )). Let ℎ ( ) denote points in the × neighborhood of . For any point , if 2 ( ) ≤ ( ) < 1 ( ), and the number of its neighbors that belongs to 1 is larger than a constant , then is also trusted as a solid bone voxel.
2 involves voxels that are in the neighborhood of reliable solid bone voxels whose intensity values are not sufficient high to be easily classified using one fixed threshold.
With 1 and 2 as trusted bone voxels, a hysteresis approach is applied on voxels with lower intensity. Another dynamic threshold is defined as.
Where 3 < 2 < 1 , 3 is an approximate intensity value that could possibly be a bone voxel or noise. For any voxel , if ( ) > 3 , and is connected to ℎ ( ), is added to 2 . Repeat the hysteresis step until there aren't any such voxels. Finally, the binary image
The image processing procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
The space-variant hysteresis approach makes use of dynamic thresholds to classify bone voxels based on their distance to cortical bone. The advantage of dynamic thresholds is that it preserves bone voxels in the region where bone voxels have lower intensity values that traditional one-threshold procedure is not able to classify. In addition, connectivity is also taken into consideration. Therefore, it avoids misclassifying noise which is often isolated, or receives less support of solid bone voxels.
Surface mesh generation
Given volumetric imaging data , surface mesh generator produces a mesh representatio n of the isosurface = { ( )| ( ) = , ∈ }, where each point on the surface has the Algorithm 1. Distance based hysteresis. 
where ∈ ℎ ( ) ∩ 1 . 4. Set up an empty queue . ∀ ∈ 1 ∪ 2 , push into Q.
While is not empty:
Pop top element from .
same value . is a constant and is an implicit function. Specifically, in the applicatio n for TB surface generation, given the binary image
FEM has rigorous requirements of mesh. With respect to topology and geometry, FEM requires the mesh to be manifold, non-self-intersecting. With respect to sensitivity and precision, FEM relies on mesh quality determined by shape and size of elements. A good mesh generation method should have desired properties which guarantee the topological and geometrical correctness as well as producing elements with high quality.
In computer aided design, triangular mesh is the most common representation of surface mesh. Angles of triangles are therefore the measure of triangular mesh quality.
Triangles with small angles are considered as bad elements, for example, a triangle whose smallest angle is less than 1 degree. The sensitivity of FE model is impacted by bad elements of the mesh. In other words, the ability of avoiding bad elements is the key to quality mesh generation.
Surface mesh generation algorithms for FEM are expected to produce elements with good quality that guarantee topology and geometry as well as being timely and computationally efficient. However, it is theoretically difficult for mesh generation algorithms to meet all desired properties. Among various methods for surface meshing in literature, they can be classified into three categories: lattice based method, dual based method, and Delaunay based method. Here, only the most widely used and applicable to FE modeling are reviewed.
Lattice based methods guarantee topology and geometry but fail to generate mesh of good quality. Marching Cubes (34) is the most well-known and widely used method (35) . Marching Cubes iterates along the rectilinear grid, classifies each voxel into a predefined case depending on the local information of the voxel and produces triangular surface mesh. The advantage of Marching Cubes is that it is fast, easy for implementation, and generates manifold isosurface. However, the main drawback is that the triangular mesh may include triangles with small angles (less than 0.1 degree), which doesn't meet the criteria of FEM simulations. Therefore, a post-processing step is often inevitable to smooth the mesh and improve the quality. It requires additional time while the quality of surface mesh may not be guaranteed.
Dual based methods preserve features of the surface and produces triangles with adaptive sizes and thus time and memory efficient. However, these method suffer from non-manifold elements and elements of bad quality. Dual Contouring (DC) (36) introduces the perception of dual grids. Octree is used to represent volumetric data. Therefore sizes of triangles can be controlled by depth of the octree. An edge with two end points , ∈ is marked as sign-change edge when ∈ ∉ . Whenever a sign-change edge is found, DC creates a dual edge and construct quads using dual edges. It is shown that dual edges could approximate the surface and preserves sharp features of by minimizing a quadratic error function. The advantage of DC is that it is adaptive in resolutio n, computationally efficient and preserves sharp features of the surface. However, the surface mesh generated by the original DC is non-manifold and also ambiguous under certain circumstances. Improved DC (37) addresses the ambiguity but the generated surface mesh is still non-manifold. Similar to the lattice based methods, a post-processing step is necessary to improve quality of generated triangles. Yet, no guarantee of good qualities is ensured while non-manifold situations add difficulty for the post-processing procedure.
Delaunay based methods generate triangles subject to the given surface point set * to approximate the topology of the surface, where triangles satisfy the Delaunay criteria. There're two major advantages of the RDT algorithm. First, the algorithm is proved to generate triangular mesh with the smallest angle larger than a user specification as long as it is no larger than 30 degree. The provable bounded angles ensure the availability for further FE calculations. Second, the algorithm eliminates the unnecessary time consuming post-processing step for quality improvement, which is a crucial component for lattice based and dual based methods to get satisfactory surface mesh quality. Besides, the postprocessing step often relies on smoothing and is possible to break the correctness of topology and geometry, for example, introducing self-intersections or invert elements.
In the framework, the RDT based method is used as the surface mesh generator because of its desirable properties for FEM simulation. With the help of CGAL (39), surface mesh is generated with provably good mesh quality. The minimum angle is 30 degree and the maximum angle is 150 degree.
Volume mesh generation
Given surface mesh , volumetric mesh generator produces a polygonal representatio n of the interior volume of . , the surface of , is an approximation to the isosurface . Among feasible polygonal representations, tetrahedron is the dominant representation and attracts the most research interests. The equilateral tetrahedron with all dihedral angles equal to arccos(1/3)≈ 70.5°, is the ideal high-quality element. Divergence of dihedral angles from the ideal value measures the quality of tetrahedron elements. Specifica lly, minimum and maximum dihedral angles of have a great influence on the quality of volume mesh since they slow the convergence and reduce sensitivity of FEM simulatio ns.
Aspect ratio is another measurement for mesh quality. It is the ratio of the length of the longest edge over the shortest edge. Ideally, the best aspect ratio is 1 (equilate ra l tetrahedron). Large aspect ratio indicates the element is thin and ill-shaped.
Over the past two decades, an extensive study on volume mesh generation has been performed (40) . Various methods has been proposed to generate volumetric mesh with high-quality tetrahedron elements. These techniques can be classified into four categories:
advancing-front-based, octree-based, Delaunay-refinement-based, and lattice-based methods.
Advancing-front-based methods generate tetrahedron elements by inserting Steiner points or elements inside the domain heuristically so that new elements satisfy desired size and shape criteria (41) . This technique preserves the input surface and terminates until the whole volume is tetrahedralized. An inevitable and difficult step is merging fronts because of intersections generated during the algorithm. Although advancing-front-based methods are fast, they can't offer any guarantees of mesh quality. As a result, in reality, global smoothing steps are usually required to improve the output quality. Still, mesh quality is not guaranteed and bad elements may exist.
Octree-based methods produces tetrahedron elements of adaptive sizes by Delaunay-refinement-based methods generates tetrahedron elements by inserting points to enforce tetrahedra satisfying constraints on size and quality, as well as maintaining a Delaunay or constrained Delaunay triangulation (46) . These methods produce volume mesh with surface exactly the same as the input. Delaunay criteria optimizes the radius to edge ratio but it doesn't guarantee dihedral angles in three dimension. Therefore, slivers, where the tetrahedron element has a good radius to edge ratio but dihedral angles can be arbitrarily between 0 and 180°, may occur, and the near coplanar area of slivers may be over-refined (47 However, slivers may still survive and there is no guarantee to completely remove them.
In practical conditions, these methods usually eliminate most skinny tetrahedron elements and generate satisfactory volume meshes. Tetgen (50) technique is introduced to adjust points on the surface to meet the quality and topology requirement. IS is one of few algorithms that provides theoretical guarantees on dihed ral angles and generated mesh with good quality. Inspired by this method, Doran (52) introduces an algorithm using A15 lattice grid. Wang and Yu (40) propose a robust meshing algorithm based on adaptive BCC lattice grid, offering bounded dihedral angles larger than 10° if uniform mesh is generated and 5.71° in adaptive case. The drawback of these methods is that generated surface mesh is not exactly the same as the input because the point snapping procedure relocates several surface points.
In this work, two most advance methods are compared and their mesh qualities are shown in Section 4. Tetgen is used since it is widely used and arguably the most favorable volume mesh generator for FEM simulation. IS is selected since it is the most recently developed technique for quality mesh generation and one of few guaranteed quality mesh generating algorithm.
CHAPTER THREE EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the overall experimental plan is presented. biomedical experiment are described in Section 3.1 and 3.2. Then the image acquisition, VOI selection and FE simulation are presented in 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
Specimen preparation for mechanical testing
Cylindrical TB specimens nominally 8 mm in diameter and 20.9±3.3 mm in length were cored from each distal tibia specimen in situ along the proximal-distal direction for mechanical testing. A-P and M-L radiographs were first used to determine the plane of an initial distal cut done to eliminate the growth plate from a test specimen, and then to determine the central axis of the bone and thus the core location; the initial distal cut was located 2 mm proximal to the growth plate. Each specimen was cored with saline immersion using an 8.25 mm inner diameter diamond coring bit (Starlite Industries, Rosemont, PA). The core was released from the distal radius by cutting it with a razor saw, and the specimen ends were sanded smooth, flat, and parallel. Specimen length and diameter were measured three times and averaged, and the middle 6 mm of the specimen length was marked for extensometer attachment position.
Mechanical testing
Compressive Young's modulus of each TB core was mechanically determined on an electromechanical materials testing machine (MTS Insight, MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN). Each specimen was placed between unlubrica ted, polished, plano-paralle l steel platens. To minimize specimen end effects, strain was measured with a 6 mm gage length extensometer (model 632.29F-30, MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN) attached directly to the midsection of the bone. A compressive preload of 10 N was applied and strains then set to zero. At a strain rate of 0.005 sec -1 , each specimen was preconditio ned to a low strain with at least ten cycles and then loaded to failure. Young's modulus (E) was determined for each specimen as the highest 20% section slope of the stress-strain curve.
MDCT imaging
Twenty two fresh-frozen human cadaveric ankle specimens were obtained from 12 body isotropic resolution, after removing soft tissue and dislocating the tibia from the ankle joint.
VOI selection
The objective of VOI selection for the cadaveric study was to select a region that is close to the region that was drilled during specimen preparation for mechanical testing. Size and location of these VOIs were chosen as per the information recoded during specimen preparation for each experiment. First, the bone was oriented to align its axis along the coordinate z-axis using the following two steps -(1) generation of a cylinder with its axis lying on the coordinate z-axis and its cross-sectional area equating the average tibial cross-sectional area, and (2) reorientation of the tibial volume to align its axis with by maximizing the overlap between the tibial volume and the cylinder . After reorienting the bone image, a VOI cylinder of 8 mm diameter along the coordinate z-axis was generated and its proximal end was manually positioned at the center of the cortical rim using inplane translation through a graphical user interface. The location of the distal end of the VOI cylinder in the slice direction and its length were determined as per the core location and length recorded during specimen preparation; the growth plate was visually located in the CT data of each specimen. Finally, the central 6 mm region from the cylinder was used as VOI for the extensometer test.
FE simulation
A linear FE simulation model is applied on the generated volume mesh to compute the Young's modulus of TB. A trabecular subject is modeled as an isotropic, linear elastic material with a Young's modulus of 10 GPa, and a Poisson ratio of 0.3. Abaqus is used as the FE simulator. A uniaxial displacement equaling 2% of the bone segment height was applied perpendicularly to the distal surface of the tibia for determining axial stiffness.
Bottom of the cylinder is fixed and constant forces are applied onto the top plane, which simulates the real mechanic testing. 
Mesh quality
Surface mesh quality is guaranteed by restricted Delaunay Triangulation, the minimum angle is 30 degree and the maximum angle is 150 degree. Generated angles are guaranteed and therefore a post-processing step is no longer necessary.
For the volume mesh quality, aspect ratios and dihedral angles are compared between the IS method and the constrained Delaunay method provided by Tetgen. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (d), aspect ratios generated by Tetgen mainly fall into [2, 10] , which means that the largest edge is no larger than 10 times longer than the shortest edge. The result is satisfactory and extremely large edge ratios don't exist. On the other hand, the IS method generates near ideal tetrahedron elements, and edge ratios are all 1.5. Averaged dihedral angles distribution using the µ-CT and MDCT datasets is shown in Fig. 4 . The angles with the help of BCC grid, as shown in Fig. 4(c) . For FEM simulation, tetrahedron elements generated by the IS method are preferred. However, the IS method sacrifices surface sensitivity to generate tetrahedron elements with good dihedral angles. Points on the surface are snapped to nearest BCC grid vertices if they are too close, i.e., distance between a point and the corresponding BCC grid vertex is less than a constant ∈ (0,1)
times the length of the grid. In the volume mesh construction, the element size is controlled no larger than the spatial resolution, therefore, the generated BCC grid is no larger than one voxel size. As a result, snapped points will be dislocated no larger than times one voxel size. In my experiment, it is considered to be tolerable for the FE simulation. In applications with strict requirement of surface sensitivity, Tetgen is the better choice. In the framework, the IS method is applied as the volume mesh generator for FEM simulatio n.
Reproducibility
For each cadaveric subject, three repeat scans of MDCT images are obtained. Prior to the image processing and VOI selection, three repeat scans are registered to the µ-CT image.
Therefore, the VOI was selected only once for each subject. As shown in Fig. 5, compared with mesh generated using µ-CT, subtle TB structures are missing in meshes generated with MDCT. It is visually seen that meshes of repeat scans of MDCT show high reproducibility. And it is confirmed by the statistical analysis shown in Fig. 6 . FE simulation is applied on volume meshes generated by repeat MDCT scans and Young's modules are calculated. The ICC is computed across three repeat scans on 22 subjects. The ICC value was observed to be 0.98, which indicates that predicted Young's modulus is highly reproducible.
Correlation
In the last section, it is demonstrated that meshes generated with repeat MDCT scans are highly reproducible. Therefore it is plausible to use the averaged Young's modulus of repeat scans as measure for MDCT. The linear correlation between the averaged Young's modulus and Young's modulus predicted by the µ-CT model is shown in Fig. 7(a) . MDCT images can't preserve subtle TB structures due to limited spatial resolution, it is capable to approximate the structural stiffness property. The correlations between predicted Young's modulus by FEM simulation and mechanical testing are shown in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7 
(c). The linear correlation between
Young's modulus yielded by µ-CT and mechanical testing was found to be 2 =0.95, which
indicates that the FE modeling of µ-CT had successfully predicted the stiffness of the TB.
The linear correlation between averaged Young's modulus yielded by MDCT and mechanical testing was found to be 2 =0.88.
Discussion
Mesh quality generated by two advanced methods have been shown. The method with better tetrahedral quality is selected for the framework. High reproducibility found for yielded Young's modulus across repeat MDCT scans shows that the framework is robust and works well for MDCT images. The high correlation found between predicted Young's that MDCT is able to be used for FE simulation and the framework had successfully predicted the stiffness of TB.
While designed for bone study in MDCT, the framework has a broader range in applications of FEM simulations. Since the framework possesses several desired properties for bone image processing and FEM simulation and had been validated on MDCT, it is expected to be applied on other high-resolution imaging techniques.
CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSION
Over the past two decades, FE simulations have been widely used in bone study together with the remarkable progress in high-resolution imaging techniques. However, little attention is paid on the MDCT imaging. Besides, there is an apparent gap between the community of clinical experts and experts of image processing and quality mesh generation. This paper tries to fill the gap with a complete and fully automatic framework of FEM modeling and apply it on MDCT images. It proposes a space-variant hysteresis image processing protocol for bone images. State-of-the-art methods for mesh generation are applied with respect to mesh quality in the framework. Bone stiffness is computed with µ-CT and MDCT using this framework. Actual bone stiffness is determined by mechanica l testing. Bone stiffness predicted by FEM were observed to be highly reproducible and correlate well with that of the mechanical testing. The result demonstrates that MDCT is capable to be used for FEM simulation. The framework has been successfully applied on FEM of both µ-CT and MDCT imaging under condition. Currently, the method is investigated on MDCT images from Iowa bone development study and the pilot study data involving subjects from different study groups with expected difference in bone metabolism. The framework is expected to be applied in a broader range on imaging.
